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MARION HIGH SCHOOL
Marion, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Barbara McGrew
Visting Writers: Michael Carragher and Cody Walker

Grandfather
Grandfather sings, I dance.
Grandfather speaks, I listen.
Now I sing, who will dance?
I speak, who will listen?
Grandfather hunts, I learn.
Grandfather fishes, I clean.
Now I hunt, who will learn?
I fish, who will clean?
Grandfather dies, I weep.
Grandfather buried, I'm left alone.
When I'm dead, who will cry?
When I'm buried, who'll be alone?

Justin Eyres
In the Hole
In the hole the tidy green worm
moves fast and slow like thoughts.

Pam Harris

Gray
Gray is the color that clouds the skies.
On gloomy days it's the color that shrouds your eyes.
To touch it, it'd feel like waving your hand through the air.
Sure, you may see it, but it doesn't seem there.
To hear it, it sounds like a coyote on a hill.
To smell it, it smells like a new dollar bill.
Most people think gray couldn't get any duller.
But for people like me, gray's not just a color.

Steven Slaughter
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What is War'?
I have just
recruited your son,
and I'm not sorry.
He will die with
the thousands of
others I recruited,
just because I
want to prove
a point to the
world. Your boy
will not return,
but you will get
a telegram. Maybe
after I prove
my point, we in
Washington will deem
it necessary to honour
the slain with
a memorial. You
can come and
visit your son
there. Thank you.

Fear
It would smell like a cup of warm coffee
with a touch of poison.
It would feel like the claw of a dragon.
It would taste like a tiny lizard crawling
around your mouth.
It would sound like the dying echo of a
screaming wolf.
It would look like the hourglass on a
black widow.

Jeff Bumgarner

Paid for by the Committee for Pacifism.

Thomas Buford

The Blues
The blues are a disease,
you catch them with ease,
they'll get you completely off guard.
You get them at night,
and after a fight,
and standing in your front yard.

Marion
Marion is like the background of a
picture.
No one pays much attention to it, but you
know it's always there.
It is the place road travellers stop to rest
and take a look at nothing.
Marion is much like the cousin you
sometimes forget you had.

The blues are a disease,
you'll get them with ease,
they'll catch you completely off guard.
Travis Ballard

Amy Pierce
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Untitled
Anger looks like a snake coiled
ready for attack at the
slightest hint of dissatisfaction.
Anger smells like a
raging fire burning out of
control.
Anger feels hot and shallow,
no room for discretion.
Anger sounds loud with ruthless
words of no meaning, torment
and torture by the tongue.
Anger tastes like bitter-sweet
sweat pouring from your brow.
Carla Benson

Untitled
What does a tree sound like?
A tree sounds like little birds that are crying for their dinner.
It would sound like leaves on the ground being stepped on in the winter.
If you listen close you can hear the sap inside it running up to the highest branches,
then going back down into the roots.
You could also hear it crying out
because it wants to get up and walk around.

Cami Harris
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WALNUT RIDGE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Walnut Ridge, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joyce Rose
Visiting Writers: Tommy Franklin and Jay Karr

Beavers
I am in the city, I
have lost my taste for wood.
For some strange reason I feel
the urge to chew on a cement wall.
I hate this tail, I want
to be a jackhammer so
I can eat the wall. I
will go shopping I feel so
bare. I will have to find
a credit card to use as
I go shop. I will go to
the car dealership and
smash the windows with
my tail because they
messed up my house.
I will buy a car I will
smash all up and
run over everything.
Then so not to break
my teeth I will grow
steel ones. I will also
grow steel claws to
scare all the bears
that scared me.
I will get the other
beavers to come with me
and we will start
a civilization in the
city.

Crossing Florida by Van
The water that
Swings from
Dawn to dusk
It's always hot
And they have
No Christmas trees
But they have long days
And short nights it
Is full of sky doves
They have purple skies
And the orange moon
Smells like pine trees
In the spring air
It tastes like fresh
Coconut on a spring
Day. They
Are always
Hot it's a
Great place
For growing
Oranges and
Grapefruit
Kiwi coconut
Pineapple
It smells
Like orange
Juice

Rebecca Phillips

Amber Martin
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Geronimo
And the arrow flew by my
head. And in my mind I'm thinking
will I make it am I ok. And all the
men around me are fighting to save
me and my tribe and its land. I'm
sick of war and the pungent taste in the
air. But the blood is the worst it is
always there when there is a war.
People think I love war I don't
besides what do they know. I
lose so many friends. It hurts.
But I have to go on we need our land
But it is not worth any more bloodshed
and worry. So many people have already
died.

Crossing the Arkansas River by
Steamboat
All I
see is
woods
in the woods
I see
dark

gloomy
trees in the
trees I see
a deer standing
watching
the boat
roll by
In the sky
I see

Janna Ferguson

dark

gloomy
puffs of
smoke
rolling
from the smoke stack
In the sides
of the
iced over river
I see a rainbow
trout swimming
swimming up
stream
to a warmer place
to a warmer time
the ice is melting
the mocking bird is
whistling
whistling like
the steamboat

Passion
looks like pink flamingos on a moonlit night
in a tropical forest walking in a pond
SarrulnJha I..Righ Anne Collins

Hibbard
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Crossing through Atlantis
Crossing the California Coast by Surf
Board

The ocean waters
have been beating
against city walls
for the past few thousand years.
The sharks
in my toilet
"I believe I will
flush them."
As I go
I see
little chance
of reexcavation
or an unsurpassed
photon surge.
There are a lot
of flounder
in my shower.
I need to get the seaweed
out of my pants.
There is
a good
sea food
restaurant
on Hanky Ave.

The waves

are all high
the tide is
m
everyone
is having fun
the mountains are visible from
here and
you
can smell
hotdogs
and cotton candy
you
feel
the waves
hitting your
face and the
salt
of the water
stinging it
now your
closer to the
beach
your
vision
is blocked
by a
giant
wave but
when it goes
down you can
see
people dancing
on
the beach
in their
bathing suits
the waves
slow down
you're almost
to the beach
you feel
the sting
of the sun
you're free

David Hampton

What if Glue Changed?
What if glue
decided to unstick things
would it then
be called
eulg would
people make
cards by
taking little hearts
eulg would then
not be needed
and you could
make fortunes off
of selling glue

Jeff Clements

Rebecca Phillips
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GREENBRIAR HIGH SCHOOL
Greenbriar, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Janice Jones
Visiting Writers: David Koen and Cody Walker

Rover's Day
A Meteor

Oh no: it's him again, carrying
that stupid ball.
He's gonna throw it a mile down
the road and make me chase it.
Then I'll bring it back and
he's going to give me a "treat."
Oh, yeah, a treat that tastes like
baked dirt.
He thinks I like it. Well, I don' t
and if I could talk I would
tell him, "Listen, Bud There's a game
on T.V."
Maybe if I act hurt he'll take
me back to the house.
Yes, it worked. I'm sitting here
on the couch watching my
boys beating the Tigers, drinking his
cold beer.
Life is good.
Then I hear the door open. Oh, no.
The kids are home.

A meteor would taste like
frreball candy.
A meteor would taste like
spicy Mexican food right
out of the oven.
A meteor would feel like the hot
pan the spicy Mexican food
came in.
A meteor would feel like
sitting by a warm, open fire.
A meteor would feel like
riding a Harley over the Golden
Gate bridge.

Bruce Palmer

I Wish I Were a Frog
Robert Barnett
I am the blue violet
I love to watch the buds dance
in the sky.
I enjoy endless hours exploring
the underground through
my connections.
I wish I could be a frog so
that I could see through
that window that is out
of my sight.
Ifl were a frog I could also
go see my children who
have blown away with
the wind.
I long to see my children.

Boredom Tastes Like
Boredom tastes like a rough rock
on an old ground
Boredom tastes like an old feather
pillow that' s losing all the feathers
And boredom tastes like a
dusty old book on a
rotten old shelf

Misty McElroy

Tracy Heath
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How Much
I love you in quantities larger
than all the waters of the world.
Love that makes Valentine's Day look

Visions of Nothing

like

a hobby.
Overpowering love that would make the
gods of the heavens cry.
Vicious love with an 8.6 after-shock
and a 300 mile radius
Enough love to make a crazy man sane.

The writer's block paradox
is his own downfall.
Inside, there is the bright white
of a boundless piece of paper.
So bright and white you could go
blind. The writer who doesn't
use his wits and his pen
could be trapped forever or
fade away in the white, vast void.

Zach Small

Jerry Book

U My Toaster Could Talk
If my toaster could talk, what would it say?

Maybe "I hate slaving over a hot piece of bread all day."
Or "You never clean out the crumbs. Oh, and by the way,
You might think it's easy being a toaster cooking bread till May.
But let me tell you something: I hate my job, O.K.?!
And if I could leave my plug, I'd go hang gliding some day."
Jeff Book

What Does Depression Look Like'!
A young boy staring out his bedroom
window, watching the rain ruin his
day.
It looks like a working man's
paycheck after working all week in the pit
of an oil mine.
A vast, radiant, but dull rain cloud
on your birthday.
It looks like a party freak getting to
Lake Liquor 15 minutes after it closes.
The sight of a homeless war veteran
getting kicked out ofWal-Mart for sleeping
in the dairy department, aisle 7.
Zach Small
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DERMOTT UPPER ELEMENTARY
Dermott, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Cheryl Terry
Visiting Writers: John Reimringer and Dan Tessitore

This Is Just to Say
I have taken
your caps
even though
I didn't want them
I still did it
I couldn't
resist them
they looked
so smooth
on my bike.

I am a Cat
I am a Cat with
long sharp claws
catching fish in the
pond 2 miles from
my house wait what
do I hear a big juicy
mouse yum I sneak and
watch with my big black
glowing eyes but man
it got away but I'll
get it tomorrow I go
home and get some
cat chow bye

Mark Jenkins

Kersha Arrington

I am the Maytag Repairman
I'm the Maytag repairman. All I do is sit
around with my dog Phito. We watch
TV and wait for calls. The stupid
calls, from hostile women and men. All they
want to do is get their washers fixed.
"Whatever happened to dryers" I say.
I'm tired of every day being the same.
It makes me sick. I don't know why people
yell at me. I didn't make them and I didn't
break them. I think I'd just better
quit.

Brian Wenberg
9

Why
Why Shoot my Brother
Whatever he did was
so bad

Untitled
I am Ann M. Martin
All day I write and
sign autographs for people
I never put my computer up
and I always have writer's block
Sometimes the keyboard
feels like stone and I have to quit
I see lots of words
and I have to say the alphabet a lot
I hear the keys click even after
I stop typing
I smell ink and I taste it TOO
much. I am a writer.

did you know that he was
someone's Brother son uncle
cousin even someone's dad
Why not talk over the
misunderstanding that you had
Why Shoot my brother
Nothing Should get so
Bad

Arien Booth

Stephanie Ply

This Is Just to Say
I have picked flowers
from your garden
which you might
have wanted to
put in a vase
I didn't mean to but
they were so
pretty and all
bloomed out
I got all of them
except one because
my hands were full.

I am
I am the woman around here
they call crazy,
I am the woman around here that
might be lazy.
I am the same person who
cries every night,
I am the same person whom no one can
sight.
I am the lady who can't supply
much food,
I am the lady some people call
fool.
I am the creature whom GOD
created,
I am the creature who is
sophisticated.
I am the child to whom my
mother gave birth,
I am the child, one of the angels,
sent to earth.

Dycie Richardson

LaToya Graham
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FAIRVIEW .JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Camden, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Bev Kemp
Visiting Writers: John Reimringer and Dan Tessitore

Untitled
Both of my sisters have freckles.
All throughout my childhood
I worried about that
I didn't want freckles,
but what was so bad about freckles?
It was like even at the age of five
I wanted my own true identity.
I didn't want people to say,
"Oh, you three look so much alike."
People used to act as if we were triplets
or the three musketeers.
I still like to be different.
I don't like to conform
to some kind of worldly standard.
Who makes up those standards anyway?
Those standards are like freckles to me.

Hippo Love
Love is like a hippo
on rollerblades.
It bumbles
and rambles along
but eventually
gets where it's going.
If love goes away,
it sounds like
a one-legged
hippo, trying to
walk a tightrope.
Love feels like
a baby hippo's
soft skin.
Love tastes like
a birthday cake
with a ballerina
hippo icing figure.
Love smells like
.. .I really have
no idea... but
it has something
to do with a hippo.

--Valery Wherry

If only I were Superman

The benefits of my job are great
you know.
Little mouse ears that look just like mine,
A whole amusement park with me
as the main character.
Even knowing that millions of little kids
look up to me is really neat.
But it's so unexciting.
Why can't I ever save someone
from a burning building?
Why aren't I ever on the front page
of a newspaper?
I wish I was Superman, and not
Mickey Mouse.

Christy Beaver

Judy LeVay
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Maybe love...
Maybe love hides from
us waiting for the moment to
pounce on us when we least expect it.
Or maybe love is within us
And all it needs is
to be broken from its shell.
Yet, then again, maybe love is
a disease. You catch it, get
used to it, and feel weak after it
leaves. Maybe there's no such
thing as love, just an attraction
mistaken for love.

Regi Cooper

The Drum & the life it ~ave me
Please forgive me for the wrong
I've done, I did not mean to
bust your drum. I was standing
at the door of your room, doing
no harm, looking for you. The
drums were just there tempting
me minute by minute and that's
when I told myself go over & try it.
And when I was through I had
then discovered that I had a future
playing the drums. If those drums
of yours would've never been
then I today would have no career!

Mary Olvey

Fire
An orange jumpy flame, skiddish at first.
It jumps into gas and makes a burst.
The massive flames reach for the sky.
No one's stirring, just the whipporwill and I.
I'm warming my body by what now is a fire,
the air swallowed up by flamy desire.
The smoke reaches out and grabs my throat,
I get lightheaded and start to float
It took me to a place way up high.
When I got there I started to fly.
The smoke dissolved and then I fell.
I was headed straight for hell.
As I got closer, my hair was singed.
I was yearning to be back on the bench.
I look deep into the fire's eyes
as bright as Alaskan midnight skies.
The fire is happy, dancing with joy,
it devours a log like it was a toy.
Without food the fire can't live,
but I have no more wood to give.
Without fuel it will surely die,
then it was seen all the spirits fly.
The life of the fire was nearly gone
then the ashes and remnants of wood shone.
The fire is gone, the fire below,
Again it is time for the wind to blow.

Trent Carter
12

Loneliness
Loneliness is like a bat with no ball,
it's like a phone with no ring at all.
Loneliness feels like a heart with no beat,
like sugar that's not sweet.
Loneliness is like a perfume with no smell,
it's like living in a cage, but no one can tell.
Loneliness just doesn't fit,
there's always something missing,
and you're never able to find it.
Carmen Ruble

A Blue-Print For A Better Tomorrow
My favorite place exists only in my mind. Everyone treats eveyone
else with respect and courtesy. Wars have been banned throughout
the world and almost all dieseases have been demolished. There are
only a few battles going on. The battle against poverty, crime,
and the battle for knowledge are still being fought. The existence
of man may come to an end in a matter of seconds; why don't
we make peace and salvage what time we do have left? This
place only exists in our minds, but it'll become reality before
you know it We have to build this place from scratch,
and we are the building materials.
Regi Cooper
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MAMMOTH SPRINGS ELEMENTARY
Mammoth Springs, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Janet King
Visiting Writers: Sha'an Chilson and Susan Perabo

Ideogram
L

Looks like a scythe going down for hay
or a nail bent from too many beatings

A

a triangle that ate another triangle
or a peak with snow, or a steep mountain

R

like a slide with too many sides
or a broken stem from being too dry

R

like a "P" plant that won't stop sprouting
or an upside down double cup

Y

like a crayon that has just drawn a line
or a turn off on the road

Larry Mcintosh

Inside a Star
In a star it feels like moon powder and
magic.
It looks like a glow of light coming at
you.
It smells like freedom from pollution.
The sounds you hear are like rockets
going by as fast as the eye can see.
The taste is not artificial -it is sweet with rainbow juice.
It is very nice here.
So nice you could stay here forever.

If Turtles Were Radios
If turtles were radios
there would be a Jot of music in the pond.
If you tried to tum the radio
up it would snap you.
If you were walking your radio would
walk beside you, but it would walk
slowly.

Christopher Eric Parker

llliene Anders
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Untitled
H
E
N
R
Y

parking space
curled snake
horse shoe
garden hoe
sling shot

S
C
A
L
L
E

snake
horse shoe
olive
stick

If Kangaroos Were Kleenexes

pole

fish hook
Y gun rest

If Kangaroos were kleenexes
you would have to chase them around
the room to blow your nose.
If Kangaroos were kleenexes
when you opened the box
a joey would jump out.

Henry Sea/ley

Keith Chappelkar

If Cows Were Cowboy Hats
The cow would be too heavy to wear on
your head.
There would be milk dripping down on
your face.

Inside an Aquarium

Ashley Mero

I'm in an aquarium with small fish
I smell the horrible fish food floating
slowly to the bottom
I taste nothing at all in the soft water
I feel the slimy fish bodies rubbing by
I see thousands of fish the size of my

pencil

My Grandfather

I hear heavy loud and scary footsteps
coming by the aquarium tank.

Today I woke up wearily
I smelled coffee
I saw my granddaughter
I tasted pancakes
I read to my family
I told jokes to my grandchildren
Then I sleepily went to bed.

Candace Ru.'ise/l

Dawnil Jewell
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TURRELL HIGH SCHOOL
Turrell, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Betty Privost
Visiting Writers: Alison Apotheker and Carrie Pomeroy

Aunt Dora
She touches ...
the wann keys on her Sonic typewriter.
She hears the ringing
of school bells singing.
She tastes...
the buttered popcorn
that she brought for lunch,
she likes to munch, munch, munch.
She loves seeing children
laugh and play jump rope.
But some of the children just lope.
She smells the sweetness
of the pink rose
that made a twitch in her nose.

April Jordan

Untitled
My mother works at an elementary
school, She
cleans up after the children, She
goes into the cafeteria and prepares
breakfast for the
children, She
hears the bell sound for the children to
go to class, She
sits down and eats her breakfast, She
cleans up the cafeteria, She
goes outside to empty the garbage, She
comes back and goes into the principal's
office
to feed the fish, She
prepares lunch, She
goes into her janitor's room to take a nap.

"I Used To Be... But Now I Am•••
I used to be short as a desktop.
But now I'm tall as the Sears tower.
I used to be rich and famous.
But now I'm poor.
I used to be an opera singer.
but now I'm a country singer.
1 used to have friends.
But now I'm my only friend.
I used to be as sweet as a french poodle.
But now I'm as vicious as an angry
bulldog.
1 used to be the owner of Sears.
But now I'm the owner of Walgreens.

Twyla Jefferson
Philica Hill
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Daddy
Daddy feels his muscles
tightening up
as he pushes
heavy cargo
across
the factory.

Aunt Carriebell
Daddy smells the ink
as the boxes
are being
dyed.

She works
in an office.
That isn't
very far from here.
She does
her best.
so her kids
will have a place to live.
She comes home
every night
and cooks
the best hot-watering meals.
She irons
the clothes
for each
of her lil kids.
She helps
them with their homework
so that they will have
the best grades.
She reads them
funny bedtime stories
so they will have
the sweetest dreams.
She prays
every night
For God's blessings.
She wakes
every morrung
and starts
a new day.

D~ddy hears the screeching
vmce
of the boss
yelling
at another worker.

Daddy sees the clock
as it strikes
twelve.
Daddy can finally enjoy
the taste
of his
ham & cheese sandwich
for lunch.

Kimberly Densmore

A City Worker
He works eight hours a day. When
he comes home for his lunch
break it smells like fried
chicken, green beans, and whipped
potatoes. While he finishes I watch
him drink a tall glass of
cold Sprite. Then it's back to
work. Pick up that garbage
that smells like old wet rags.

NiShaun Jordan

Christen Chappell
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BLEVINS HIGH SCHOOL
Blevins, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Rith Steely
Visiting Writers: Alison Apotheker and Bill Breen

Blevins
Blevins on a Friday night is like a lonely cave where nothing moves.
It smells of wet pavement and mechanics' shops.
The only lights come from the ever-blinking traffic lights
and the very bleak Red-E-Mart.
The only sounds may come from a lone dog talking to the trees.
It tastes like bread and water trimmed with bitter herbs.
It feels as if this town has always been and always will be.
Nick Hibbs

Lipstick
I have some lipstick that dances when I put it on.
I have some lipstick that is red as a bloodymary sun.
I have some lipstick that moves like waves of water.
I have some lipstick.
I want some lipstick that shoots at you like a gun.
I need some lipstick that hides like a criminal on the run.
I seen some lipstick that lunges right at you like a black cat
I have some lipstick.
I have some lipstick that paints pictures of red meat
I used some lipstick that slid over my feet.
I lost some lipstick that stole my heart.
I loved some lipstick.
LaTisha Scott
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Life
Life tastes like a peach
just picked after an early morning shower.
Life looks like a fresh, vibrant red coat of nail polish
glistening in the sun.
Life sounds like the crack of
a whip, so short
so fast.
Life smells like the opening of a book
that has had a rose pressed between
the pages for years.
Life feels like a bottomless pity,
you are falling down, grasping and
grabbing for air.

De'Shawn Michealle Sawyers
Truth
Truth smells like walking through a field of roses, daisies
and daffodils on a summer day.
Truth tastes like pizza that has been in the microwave
over the weekend.
Truth looks like black, yellow and green crayons mixed together.
Truth sound like country music
and rap music being played at the same time.
Truth feels like a wire brush
scraping your belly.

Marcus Jenkins
Reality
Depression
Depression smells like a dead animal
in the attic.
Depression feels like a hammer
hitting a nail on a hot day.
Depression tastes like a sour apple
left on the table.
Depression looks like a candle
burning at night.
Depression sounds like a tree rattling
your window in stormy weather.

Reality tastes like a piece of fish
eaten before it's done.
Reality looks like a trophy covered in
dust,
the one I should have won.
Reality sounds like a warning shot,
ringing for all to hear.
Reality smells like the salt in the air,
when you know your'e near the sea.
Reality feels like a slap in the face,
from the one who loves you most.

Santos R.

Mart Taylor
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WEST MEMPHIS CHRISTIAN SCHOOL
West Memphis, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Loretta Dale
Visiting Writers: Alison Apotheker and Carrie Pomeroy

Untitled
My mother sits on her bed
Calmly telling tenants to
hit the road--making them
Take their families
Into the streets as her
Canary sings that she
Found on one of her
Bargain hunts.
She buzzes around
in her wheelchair
Cooking and running over feet
She smells like my house
And she smiles a lot
With cigarette stained teeth
As she runs her fingers through
Her Clairol-brown hair with
Gray roots.

My Dad the Dentist
Every day my dad touches teeth,
tastes spit in the air,
sees mouths of all sorts,
smells blood,
hears nothing but the drill he's using,
he runs from room to room,
helping people, people that need,
root canals,
fillings or just a tooth pulled.
Jill Wood

Stacy Rogers
I Do...
I do crazy cartwheels. I
Do radical round-offs. I

My t'ather
Do hard handsprings. I
Balance badly. I

He works all day just to get the bills
paid. He hears the loud sounds
of the jet engines above his head. He
smells the cold air as he freezes
on the runway. All he can see
are people going here and there. When
he comes home he always yells "I'm
here" and we yell back"Hey Dad."

Run rapidly. I
Fall far. I
Don't spring softly. I
Compete crazy. I
Twist and tumble tiredly. I
Am a great gymnast

Matt McConnell

Ashley Blankenship
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Wrath of the Twins
My Brother's Misery

They sound like
waves colliding. They
strike like thunderbolts
in two opposite directions.

He works real hard
in his body shop.
His ears are always ringing
from the loud machines.

They want to express
their own ideas.

He's covered from head
to toe with oil.
He's as miserable as a rabbit
in a trap. But

They feel the tension
inside. As they build a
wall separating these two
individuals.

when he gets home,
He gets cleaned up and
then relaxes.

When one looks into
the mirror they see

His misery goes away
it's just the smell of the
oil and the sound of the
bells that's

the other. They take
their own thoughts and
look farther than
the mirror. And find

driving him
insane.

two different states of
mind. They see the hurt
of the other as they

Jeri Johnson

realize they are living
in a mirror.
Keyta Pokorski

Untitled
We skate slippery
We live loose
We read right
We can't catch
We find flowers
We drink Dr. Pepper
We stand straight
We fear fright
We see signs

We Throw Threats
We throw threats. We
bang bets. We

Shelley Kalk

Don't die. We
multiply. We
Kill friendly. We
love lightly.
Joy Redd
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BRADFORD ELEMENTARY
Bradford, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Nolan Brown
Visiting Writers: Kristen Hall and Cindy King

Thinking
Silent
inside my head
behind my eyes
a thought begins to grow and
be a part of me.
And then I think
I always knew
the thing I only got to know,
as though it always
was right there
inside my head
behind my eyes
where I keep things.

Our New School
A blackboard of snakeskin,
Desks of candy,
A floor of fur,
Lights of moons,
Teachers of books,
Teachers of homework passes,
Students of angels and devils,
Paper of marshmallow.

Class poem, 6th grade.

Nancy Whitley

My Brother

Untitled

When he works
he washes dishes
for Kelley's restaurant,
when he picks up
knives he nearly
always cuts his finger
off. He feels the pain.
He smells the soap.
He hears the ching
of the silverware.
He tastes the blood
of his fingers. He
hears someone saying
What. He is thinking
of going to the doctor.
He is like someone
going crazy.

I laugh all the time.
I laugh at the bear next to me
that is licking the ground.
I am laughing at the bird in
the sky.
I am laughing at the ants
that are carrying food. I laugh
all the time because I am a
laughing hyena
I don't laugh at the bear
trying to get me because I was
laughing at him. I am not laughing
at the bird in the sky. He is picking
peoples up and dropping them
on my head. I am not laughing
at the ants because they're biting me.
So therefore I am no more
a laughing a hyena.

Nikolas Jordan

Patrick Drangmeister
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Mom

My Dad

My mom is mostly up at
all times.
She works in the Riceland Granary.
She bends over to pick the bucket of
soybeans up.
She sees trucks corning in.
She hears the laughing of the truckers that
come in.
She tastes the dusty air.
She thinks about going home
and taking a hot bath
then going to sleep.

My dad is putting dirt
on the conveyer belt
and he sees the dirt pouring
on the conveyer going into
the washer to clean the
rocks off and he hears
the loader moving gravel
to other piles, he tastes
the dirty water spraying
on the back hoe that he's
driving, he smells the fuel
or smoke coming out of
the muffler.

Victoria Richards

Dusty Blevins

Untitled
I have a chair of grass.
You'll give me a glass of concrete.
I wish I could see a coat made of wood.
I'm making a house of water.
I sleep on a boat of concrete.
I want a school bus of cheese.

Caby Steele

Untitled
I am not a regular boy,
my hate is made of joy.
I was hit by lightning,
my eyes are made of gold that's always shining.
I live in five different mansions,
my brother is made of mold and tantrums.

Jessica Leasure

Lovely Swan
Eggs in the basket chickens on the lawn but
where are you my lovely swan?

LaJasha Epperson
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HOXIE ELEMENTARY
Hoxie, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Rita Branch
Visiting Writers: Margaret Dornaus and Denise Rogers

Untitled
Mrs. Nichols is teaching astronomy.
She feels Scott Forsman's cold, heavy, thin Science.
The inky pages smell like black kerosene.
She hears the Great Bear yawning and Virgo's harp playing.
She tastes the Milky Way.
She sees Gemini out walking and Draco cooking a knight with his flame.
She talks like Albert Einstein.
She is thinking about who stole her brain.
Mrs. Nichols' 5th-grade group poem

Math
Math is like the civil war at the Y.M.C.A.
Math fits in like liver and onions in
macaroni and cheese. Math calls all times
of the night like a spoilt baby when he doesn't
get his mommy at night. I would just like to
scream his head off so he would leave me alone
for the rest of the year.
JonKopp

Love is Like
Love is like eating a piece of hot cheese pizza.
Love is like diving in a cold pool on a hot day.
Love is like forty gallos of lime Jello.
Love is like winning a million dollars.
MikaMinor
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Being Smart
I' s so smart that I
crack the books when
I turn the pages,
that I could turn
into an encyclopedia
and I could take a
Maxima apart and
put it back together
without a manual
I'm so smart that
I could tell you
every bug in
the world.

The Piggy Bank
Being a piggy bank isn't what it's
cracked up to be. People keep on dropping
coins into ya, first a quarter, a dime,
a penny, then a nickel, and sometimes a
peso. Ya keep on getting heavier and
heavier,
and when they go to smash you open
and oh boy do you get a headache then.
Never wish you were a piggy bank
cause that wish may come true and
you'll be as miserable as me.

Kristen Myers

Derek Johnson

I'm Everything
I'm so stupid I make my sister look smart
I'm so ugly I scare bright green
aliens with purple eyes so bad that
they leave Earth
I'm so cool the sun can't warm me up
I'm so good at basketball
I can beat Cory Beck one on one.

I'm so Tall ...
I can drink the clouds
Date the sun
Kiss the moon
Shake hands with Proxima Centaurus
Play Virgo's harp
Swim in the Big Dipper
Make Jupiter jealous
Out-kong King Kong

Carrie Borah

Mrs. Nichols' 5th-grade group poem
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EARLE ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOLS
Earle, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Tish Thomas
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr and Russ Rothenberger

Untitled
gloomy feels like a soggy
bowl of cornflakes

Crossing Arkansas by Experience
The coyotes raid the country
mosquitos eating people alive
both winter and summer
street lights blow out
and never get lit again
People scream and yell at
gangbangers and crooked
cops for making a little
extra money
on the side
You'd never want
to get lost here
You'd stay lost
There are Chevys, Bonnevilles, and
6-4's that are all so clean
Rims dipped in gold
Alcohol to the head
Roses are never sweet
always the cars
Counterfeit money being made
Junkies on street comers
fiending and begging
You see people
get locked in the trunk

gloomy smells like a
stink bug smashed in a
hot oven
gloomy tastes like a charcoal
dip in milk
gloomy looks like a ghost
with plaid socks on
Catrina Hughey

Funky Fingers
My fingers just vibrate when I'm
exhausted They shake like a rundown
motor They move like termites I feel
like I want to fly away They feel
like I just stuck them with needles
sometimes I feel like I have just been
shot.

You see nothing
Luchana J. Jackson

Charlous Brown
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Crossing Arkansas by Car
The farm animals grazing
looking out the corners of the eyes.
Deserted barns
Birds flying in an unfamiliar shape
Hitch hikers waving sadly
Passing through busy towns
watching people fuss and fight
Going down old dirt roads
bouncing and rolling
while dodging potholes
Counting telephone poles
1 2 3 4 now I'm really getting bored
Watching clouds change
to hairy lions listen how they roar
Now I'm singing happily
We've reached our destiny

Christine Whitley

My Dreams Smell Like
green roses with
purple thorns, like dead rabbits
throwing up carrots, like three
old men playing softball.
My dreams smell like blank paper
with orange letters on it, like sixtyfour crayons inside an eight count box,
like Calculus being applied
to the construction of nouns and
verbs in a sentence.
My dreams smell like car exaust
trapped in a wooden box with a glass
lid, like mountains chopping down
trees, like a cat in a cap riding
a bike.
My dreams smell like army paint in
a nightclub, like frogs dancing on
Soul Train, like a coyote being
called mud backwards.
My dreams smell like a depressing
cartoon, like steam coming from a
muskrat's house.
April Nance
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SMITH ELEMENTARY
Springdale, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Patty Hays
Visiting Writers: Alison Apotheker and Carrie Pomeroy

Cutting Hair
My mom cuts the woman's red,
silky hair. She can hear the scissors
snapping together like a snap
dragon. She can smell the shampoo
in the woman's wet hair.
She can feel the hair falling
on her arm. It twitches and makes her itch.
She can taste the sweat in her mouth.
How awful it tastes.

My Father, the Auto Repair Man
My father is an auto repair man.
He deals with cars every day.
He smells the smell of wet paint
He hears the sound of swishing air hoses.
He sees all sorts and sizes of cars, from
purple convertibles and black and white jeeps
to sea green limos and orange oldsmobiles.
He feels the tools banging on his leg
the dirty floor he scoots on every day.
My father is an auto repair man and
he's proud of it.

Rachael Hoskins

Nicole Dablemont

Steel
If Hamsters.... Were Tuxedos

My dad hears the constant
beeping of the forklifts behind him.
He feels the buttons as he pushes
them hard. He sees the steel running
through the machine getting bent
and shaped. He walks to the other end
of the shop to get to the steel. He smells
the gasoline from the fork lift that carries
the steel to the trucks. He sees
the face of his watch, and sees it's time
to go home.

I would wear my hamster to church.
I would feel itchy because hamsters
would be running up my back.
I'd have to keep hamster food
in my pocket. If hamsters were tuxedos,
everyone would stare at me
because my tuxedo would move around.
I would dread the day my hamsters
would get tired of me and run away.
If hamsters were tuxedos ... my tuxedo
would have ears and eyes.
I would have to be careful what I'd say.
At the end of the day,
I would put my tux in a cage.

Travis Hoskins

Lyndsey Strange
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This Is Just To Say
I have taken your brain
that WAS in your head
And which you were probably saving
for college.
Forgive me,
so smart, so quick
with the answer.

Lindsey Gipson

Chickens
My Dad
works with chickens
He smells
the dust
from the straw and hay
the chickens sit on
each day
He feels
the smooth, white eggs
and the soft brown and white
feathers from the chickens
He hears
the small chirps
and loud clucks
from the hens
and the chicks
He also hears
the roosters crowing
loudly almost like barking
bulldogs,
When my dad gets up
in the morning
to work with the
CHICKENS

My Uncle's Day!
My uncle is a farmer.
He feels the grain as he feeds the
rabbits and the peacocks. He smells hay as
he walks through the field. He gets thorn
twigs caught on him putting up a fence. He
tastes
the sweet air. He gets rich dirt on his
pants helping a goat have a baby.
He gets stuck on the barbed wire fence
getting a lost calf. He thinks his sons
will grow up someday and help him
with the chores and go to law school
and become lawyers.

Chelsea Wade

Kim Nichols
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If Motorcycles were Tuxedos

If motorcycles were tuxedos
you could get dressed
a whole lot faster.
You could ride your
clothes to work.
If motorcycles were tuxedos
you might have to crank
your tuxedo every once in a while
for warmness.
Ashley Van Tassell

If Snowflakes Were Knives ..... .
If snowflakes were knives parents wouldn't have to tell their kids to stay out of the snow. It

would sound like a hammer hitting a block of ice. People would groan instead of yay. When you
try to get a snowflake on your tongue, it would be a disaster. No one would be able to make a
snowman, or sled down a hill. If you tried to drive, you would get lots of flat tires. There would

be no school for fear of getting hurt stepping out your front door.

Erin Boles

This is Just A Say
I have squeezed the
glue that went in your
hair and which dried
Forgive me your hair was
so pretty
Karya Delgado
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MACARTHUR JUNIOR HIGH
Jonesboro, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Mary Horton
Visiting Writers: Stuart Hancox and Andrew Haschemeyer

Fireflies (Escape -- Wings suddenly flapping)
Deep in the hot summer night
Lies a firefly
Munching on the sweet leaf of life.
It sways back and forth
Listening to the sounds of nightcrawlers digging beneath.
Suddenly,
It screams into the thick, honey-laced night,
Dancing between the trees on its paper thin....
Wings.
Onward it bounds
A runaway spring escaping into the early morning sky.
Its taillight flickering in the wind as it makes its...
Escape.
As it flies, the light of life trails behind it,
A honey coated ribbon,
Flapping
in the tranquil mom.
Ben Robens

Life Went On
The ballerina danced as
The submarine floated as
life went on ...
The water splashed as
The music played as
life went on ...
The engine roared as
The people clapped as
life went on ...
The engine stopped as
The people slept as
life went on ...

Butterfly
Early one spring morning in the crispy

air,
Flying through the sky above so bright
Listening to the sounds of children's
laughter
Feeling the wind against my wings
Landing flower to flower.
Laura Frankenberger

Mark Lawson
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Buffalo
Buffalo's eyes
look like shiny new pennies
Asking to be saved
Like coins in a bank
An endangered species
Save them,
Protect them,
Collect interest
On a Buffalo's eyes.

Rodeo and Pyramids
Oh, Rodeo, Rodeo
Wherefore art thou Rodeo?
Refuse thy name and take up
thy pyramids
And if thy wilt not, I will
no longer be a horse.

Akeyia Shannon

Sondra Shavers

Wisdom
Wisdom is the opposite
of intelligence.
It is the living knowledge.
To be wise
is to be remembered.
It is the essence
of age.
Wisdom is the meaning
of life.
You grow old
and learn
What it means
to believe
andifyou
and all the people
surrounding you
are lucky
you will have time
to pass on
a large part
of that knowledge.

The Runner
My muscles are springs
coiled up tight
Bang!
The tension is released
I am the wind
Faint cheers like radio static
rise from the crowd
I lick the warm, salty water
from my lips
I release the last ounce of tension
left inside
and with all my energy drained
I push on
one step
push
two, push
three

Mike McEntire

step, push
and unwind across the finish line
Allen Devereux
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GENOA HIGH SCHOOL
Texarkana, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Phyllis Easley
Visiting Writers: James Colbert and Derek VanLynn

What Does Algebra Taste Like?
Algebra is like morning
breath. It leaves you
feeling like there is no
way out Algebra is
like a sweet piece of
chocolate, it sticks
with you for a long
time. Algebra is like
a big juicy steak, it
can get very messy.

Cindy Anderson

Sunset sounds like
A drummer banging the last few
beats of a song
A ferry blaring its horn as it
pulls from the docks
A baby screaming as he's rocked
to sleep.
Sunset leaves ringing in my ears.

Shelia Gleghorn

What Does Smoke Sound Like'?
Smoke has a sound like cymbals
crashing together.
It has an oily sound
that rolls through your ears
and flows out your mouth.

Michael Yingting
A Curve
A curve tastes like concrete
after you crashed your bicycle
after you hit the dog.

Charlie Oakes
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Inside a Wall
I'm inside a wall
and watching everyone.
I know all the secrets
you can't hide from me.
The maid and the butler
are having an affair.
The busboy is stealing
the waiter's tips when he clears the
tables.
People lean on me
and people kick me.
Once, a little boy broke a hole in me.
Once, ketchup got squirted on me
and a dog licked it off.
Being a wall isn't easy.
But it's also not a bore.
Michael Yingling

Intelligence
Intelligence can be found all over the
world.
It can be seen in every boy and girl.
People says it's in outer space
Like I said, it's all over the place.
You may feel that you're stupid and
dumb,
but part of being intelligent is having
fun.
Ca!hleen Jacobs

Spoiled
He drives a great, shiny black
Corvette.
"Mom, can I have ... " is an
expression easily used.
"Well, of course" is a reply
often heard.
Amanda Huett

What Does A House Trailer
Taste Like'!
A house trailer tastes like a TV dinner
that's been cooked too long.
A house trailer tastes like an old bag
of Chee-tohs that's been left open.
A house trailer leaves a bad taste
in my mouth.
Joy Langdon
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PRAIRIE GROVE HIGH SCHOOL
Prairie Grove, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Barbara Stills
Visiting Writers: Alison Apotheker and Bill Breen

How To Chase a Dream
Buy a pair of binoculars and never lose it in your sight
Weave a strong nylon net that won't rip, tear, or ravel.
Build up your muscles and run long distances.
Run behind it till it has to stop and rest.
Pounce on it and bite it and hit it till it's out cold.
Then put it in your pocket and take it home to live with you.
Erin Steams

Untitled
My mother is making a clay pot.
She feels the damp clay beneath her fingernails.
She hears the whir of the wheel working
a lifeless lump of clay into a beautiful piece of art.
She smells the dust as it floats about the room.
She tastes the beads of sweat
as they start to roll down her face
due to working with clay on a hot summer day.
Melanie Kilgore

Crazy Runner Cat
My dark black cat is running over the couch
again and again.
He feels the adrenaline of chasing the mouse
that is his tail.
He smells the aroma of homemade bread as my mother
takes a fresh loaf from the oven.
He hears the oven door close as he sprints
to meet a fallen slice.
He takes one bite of the warm bread and is brushed away
by my mother's hand.
Michael Pearson
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Your Fork is my Fork
My fork is lying there in my plate.
It feels the cold, hard ceramic under its stiff little lx>dy.
It smells the well-seasoned steak.
It hears the sound of my teeth and jaws
grinding away at the dead cow.
It stabs at the tender steak like a medieval knight
killing a dragon that just won't die.
It is thinking alx>ut its return to the sink
where it will once again prepare for battle.

Nick Sparks

Notes for a Movie Script
Catch the rippling water slipping softly
over tiny mountains of rocks.
Picture the sweet couple dancing
in the luminous light of the moon.
Fade in to their soft smiles.
Picture the slow, rhythmic swaying
as their lx>dies blend together
as part of the nature around them.
Fade out as their lips steal kisses
in the dark black of the night

Renee Culley

A Day's Work
My father is laying floors.
He feels the vinyl as it unrolls.
He smells glue as he slathers it on the floor.
He hears scuffling as he slides across the floor on his knees.
He tastes sweat as it drips off his face into his mouth.
He moves like a monkey swinging through trees.
He is thinking alx>ut rebuilding old cars.

Carrie Coyle
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LAKESIDE HIGH SCHOOL
Lake Village, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Connie York
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Kevin Stewart

Untitled
A field of bowling balls.
A sky
of bowling balls.
Why ask why?
I see them fly
day and night.
When they fall...

A Sky of Crawdads
Coming out from what must be
a cloud bank, little figures
bump and fight in the wind.
A large figure, boss crawdad,
breaks it up. The sky
becomes clear, but the day is lost.

Barry Bruce

Jan Johnson

A Lawn of Words
Birds left them here
while people gathered around
pointing at the lawn.
One man said,"The words are starting
to grow all over town."
I touched one of the words,
then I heard a boy cry. I ran
to the boy.
He was screaming
into a phone.

A Warehouse of Toupees
A warehouse of toupees
a field of weave
a yard of wigs
a barrel full of dye
scissors by the millions
perms by the gallonsWelcome to Hair So Beautiful.

Shonda Green

Esther L. Cia
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Preran for a Reran
My lawn of words is cut
down by you. I am defeated
by your wasted thoughts.
A cold shower of silence
serves as your response.
An empty glass has no purpose
but to be filled by you again,
or maybe not.

A Sky of Crawdads
At the crack of dawn they spawn,
rumbling from the ground,
they scream, they shatter the sky
like bees of a feather they attack
all together, just like a bad movie.
The buzz in the wind, soon it's time
to mate. They split up
in pairs. They fly
till they reach their fate.

Roben Toon

Michael Mazzanti
My Dad
My dad works as a crash test dummy
he sees many wrecks
he hears screeching tires
he smells leaking gasoline
he touches broken glass
with his head. My dad thinks
"Why do I have this job?"
My dad hopes to get fired

Brad Wilkins

Catfish Cleaner
My mom works
at Farm Fresh Catfish. Everyday
she sees BIG FISH and small fish.
Horns blow and people shout.
The fishy smells cruise across her nose
and with the knives in her hands
she cuts guts from the fish.
She thinks, "Is this really worth it?
What if it's not?" She hopes
her paycheck will be worthwhile.
At the end of the day, she goes home
and cooks. There's nothing more
delicious than fried catfish
and potatoes.

B. Brock
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WYNNE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Wynne, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joyce Gregson
Visiting Writers: Bay Anapol and Cody Walker

Life of the Boogy-man
Life as the Boogy-man is really kind of tough.
Parents don't like me and kids treat me rough.
Whenever kids see me they run in fright.
All I want to do is dance all night
So please people give me a chance.
Tell me your name and come on let's dance.
Brad Morris

Boredom
Boredom tastes like Oreo cookies without any cream.
It tastes like M-n-M's without any chocolate.
It tastes like a sandwich with only bread.
It smells like old socks, or gravel roads.
It looks like a blank sheet of paper.
Amie Hoover

Poor Ants
You walk on 'em.
You stamp on 'em.
We smush their little houses.
The poor, poor ants, they're gone forever.

Suzy Thompson

What the Stars Sound Like
The stars sound like an egg hitting the side
of a car on Halloween night.
Nick H.
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Baseball Is Life
I was jolted awake by news of evacuation routes out of Wynne. I grabbed a cayenne-and
rutabaga frozen pancake and hopped on my riding lawnmower. Vindictive woodchucks
attacked me, waving their retractable claws and modeling their sombreros. "Look into my
eyes, human," they chanted. We all went to the new baseball field next to Cross Lawn
Cemetery. Zombies staggered up to the woodchucks and asked, "Is the strike over yet?"

Ms. Gregson's 7th grade class poem

Love
Love looks like a room full of toys
Love smells like a handful of daisies
Love tastes like a cup of ice cream
Love feels like a new made quilt
Love sounds like a symphony

Brad Morvis
Loneliness
Loneliness tastes like left-over chicken
It looks like a dead-end brick wall
and smells like a burnt bat It feels like
broken glass beneath your feet.

Scott Cooper
Fear
Each person's fear looks like something different.
My fear looks like an ant, something so small
it's not there at all. It looks like a wet soppy boot, it feels
like an earthquake. It tastes like lemon juice and vinegar.

Lindsay Shade

John Grisham
People think it would be cool to be John Grisham
to coach little league in Oxford Missisippi
to write such good books. But it is
really boring to write a bunch of books
starting with the word THE. I wanted it to be an "A"
but the publisher made me change it

Angela Ward
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BATESVILLE JUNIOR HIGH
Batesville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Harry Crossett
Visiting Writers: David Koen and Kevin Stewart

Books
Lying in a box
few friends around
high tech electronic books
snobs
taken from friends
laid on a shelf
as high as a cliff
try not to fall
others around
people come in
sweat on my pages
fall to the ground
little kids step on me
smell the chewed gum
pages are torn
cover is bent
carried outside
thrown in a can
all alone in a crowded place

Untitled
She sees machines
She smells oil and rust
She hears motors and beeping sounds
of fork-lifts in reverse
She feels rusty and slimy
parts in her hands
She tastes food cooking in the cafeteria
She imagines going home
and going to bed
She thinks the day
will never end
Bobby Anderson

Wesley Walkins

Pencil
I can't breathe
My nose is always shoved into paper
My rear is raw
from scooting back and forth
And when I'm dull
I get shoved into a machine
that grinds my nose back up
(that horrible mean thing)
Fingernails are shoved into my skin
Scratching off my paint
which is slowly wearing thin
And then when I'm not worth the trouble
some boys try to break me in half
I can't stand (crack!)

TV Remote
He starts his life
as plastic, until you pop
in a battery. Then he is a born leader,
taking control of everything. Humans
worship him with content
But he soon gets lost
in the couch cushions.
Seth Clagum

Leah Cooper
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A Tough Life
I see the gate in front
swinging wide open. I smell the blood
and manure stuck on my side.
I hear the crowd clapping
and the ambulance coming. I am lucky,
only three ribs broken
clean in two. I feel
my friend's warm breath ask me
where I am. I taste blood, and I know
I'm in trouble--a punctured lung.
Out of my mouth
comes a blood-filled bubble. In the
hospital
I imagine rm back riding
Double Trouble. My friends
walk in to ask how I am. I tell them
I'll be back next week.

Intestines
I'm on the job
all the time. I never get a break.
I'm always moving
stuff here and there,
Hamburgers, chips and cake.
Sometimes I get irritated,
mad, angry, tired
of it all. Then they pour
pink stuff all over me. I think
it's called
Pepto Bismol.
Leah

Cooper

Josh Wallis

Morning Time
Brush your teeth now every day
Or lots of foxes will come your way
Bringing unfamiliar mushrooms in a delicious pie crust
Or it might be laced with yucky sawdust.
You could drive a truck and get away from that
If you're caught, they might make you eat your hat
Just tell them you're a Martian and you're from Mars.
And spend your night watching shooting stars.
Or just tell them, "Let's work out some kind of deal."
They might tell you you're full of cooked oatmeal.
Just play it cool, I must advise.
I'm telling you honestly, for I am wise.
Just take it from a person who lives in a phone booth.
It always pays to tell the truth.
It's hard enough in this world to make it
Sometimes it just pays to fake it

Melissa Millsap
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EASTSIDE ELEMENTARY
Warren, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Marilyn Johnson
Visiting Writers: Don Bedichek a nd Michael Catherwood

Homework
Homework tastes like lemons.
Homework feels like catfish.
Homework smells like rotten bananas.
Homework sounds like running buffalo.
Homework looks like a big trash can with rotten potatoes.

Trey Brown

How To Know You are at my House in Warren, Arkansas
You would see my grandmother's walker, my uncle's room.
You would feel the ramps outside, the trees in the front yard.
You would smell the cool air when you walk in the door
and the soup on the stove.
You would hear the news and the cartoons, my mom on the phone,
the rattling of dishes.
You would taste the soup and the soda pop.

Jennifer York

You Know You're in a Giant Elephant When ...
you feel like you're sleeping on shark's teeth,
you taste like a fat snake,
you hear a bunch of thumps,
you see like you're in a haunted house,
you smell like a dead skunk,
you scream like a dragon.

Latrida Moseley
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You Know You're in an Ocean
When ...
you feel fish tickling your toes
you taste the salt water
you hear the waves hit against the rocks
you see a big shark
you smell the mud
you want to swim like a blue dolphin

How To Know You're Pennies in
my Pocket

Cyndi Brian

You feel rough.
You hear a clang.
You taste the washing powder.
You smell the bubble gum.
You see dimes and nickels tumbling in.
You scream like a fire engine.
You think about getting out
Jody

How to Know You Are at my
House
You see cows and fields, tractors and
hogs,
the work trucks.
You hear welding machines,
turkeys and peacocks.
You taste cows that we eat, fish, berries.
You touch cows and hogs.
You smell the cats and fish and the
tractors.

How To Know You're a Piece of
Paper
You feel scratching.
You hear an eraser squeaking.
You taste like rubber.
You smell like an oiled baseball glove.
You see an eye.
You think about when you will be
crumpled up
and thrown away.

Sam Smith

Felida Farmer
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HICKORY RIDGE ELEMENTARY
Hickory Ridge, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Peggy Burnett
Visiting Writers: Kristen Hall and Denise Rogers

Untitled
An angel beat
an athlete by running.
It happened at 2:30p.m.
The angel was invisible
but the athlete could
feel the angel's skin.
It felt like fire.
The angel said
to the athlete
"God sent me
to tell you a message."

Untitled
I am so goofy that when I go to Disney
World people call me dopey.
I am so smart on a test I can close
my eye and make 100--A+

I am so hungry that I could eat
Jupiter, Mars, Pluto, and Saturn.

I am so weird that I can stand on my
head and eat an anchovy pizza.

Dewayane Cook

Annie A. Hydrick

The Dandelion and the Toad
There was a dandelion so quiet
and sweet He loved the wind, the sun
and the animals. One day the dandelion
heard something. He looked and there it was:
a big green toad. The toad came to
the dandelion. All of a sudden
the toad ate the dandelion.
Life was not good for the dandelion.

Brandon Ray Mullins
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Big Surprises Come in Small Packages
"Gomer get out on that court and play ball!" yelled Coach Madison. Gomer, a real
nerd, got off the bench and spitted to act cool but he forgot he was inside and got yelled at
by the other players. Gomer finally got out onto the court and tripped every step. He got
scared when all the players surrounded him, then he started to cry.
Holly, the star on her fifth grade basketball team looked out at poor Gomer who did
not play very well and thought he could use some help.
Gomer sat in reading class and looked at Holly who was having a lot of trouble, so
he decided he would ask her to help him and he would help her.
*****Two weeks later****
"This is great," said Holly. "I finished my paper." "And I know how to play
basketball, too," said Gomer.
"It was so wonderful what happened in those two weeks when two people come
over their mountains by helping each other.
"I got an A+"
"And I'm on first string," yelled Holly and Gomer.
Kenley Imboden

Grandaddy
He looks upon the flowers
in his garden and feels
the long slender stems
in his hands. He hears the soft
whistle of the wind as he tastes
the long piece of grass
in his mouth. He smells the
soft fragrance of the flowers
he has planted while thinking
of his dear wife in the house.
Kenley Imboden
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GLENWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
Glenwood, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Martha Prince
Visiting Writers: Roger Johnson and John Reimringer

Mamaw's Home
I know I'm in my Mamaw's home
by the way the grape vines wind
through the arch standing guard at
the entrance of the garden and the
old house is leaning a little to the
right Listening to the birds chirp
and the frogs croak I know
I'm at home. I know I'm there
by the way I feel safe and
secure like a newborn child
with his mom. My Mamaw's home
is a place that smells like no other
place I know. It smells like
fresh cut grass and clear pinesy
air. It tastes like fresh vegetables
just picked from the garden. That's
how I know I'm at Mamaw's
home.

How do you know for sure you're in
a Backpack
You know you're in a backpack if it's
cramped and stuffed full of books and food
You can see very little because it's dark in
there.
It smells like textbooks and an apple
that was once lost in the depth of the bag.
You can hear the shuffling and tossing of
the books and food as the bag is thrown
over its owner's shoulder and rides along
going wherever that shoulder goes.
You taste the bread crumbs from
sandwiches someone ate several years ago.
You can also feel the crumbs when
they get between the collar of your
shirt and your neck.

Alena Smith
Gossip, It's Everywhere
Gossip Gossip, it's everywhere
The words you spoke, someone cared
The stories you told, someone felt
the blow
The stories were false, how did you
know?
Were all those words worth the pain?
Someone is hurting, who takes the blame?
The fictious things that were spoken,
you cannot take back what is broken
So just remember when there is something
you're dying to say,
think alx>ut if the pain comes your way.

Chad Gardner

Tabitha Rene'e Runyan
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How do I know I'm at Work
I know I'm at work when I hear the
whine of the planer.
I know I'm at work when I smell the
mixture of pine & smoke.
I know I'm at work when I see
thousands
of boards flying through a planer & through a
saw onto a chain.

Untitled
I know I'm at work when I taste
I know I'm at my granny's house,

when ...
can see all the little kids running around
can hear my papa singing funny songs
can feel my granny rubbing my back
can smell the cows & chickens in the field
I can taste the fried taters and black-eyed peas

I
I
I
I

sawdust.
I know I'm at work when I feel
boards
sliding through my hands & the cold
of metal racks.

Dewayne Ward
I know I'm at the mall when ...
I can see all the silly ways people dress
I can hear little kids saying "I want this"
I can smell the awful fumes from the salons
I can taste the cool strawberry juleps
I can feel all the inconsiderate people push me
to the side
I know I am Corliss Williamson
when ...
I hear the refs say "foul on # 34"
I feel the elbows knocking me around down
low
I see the fans waving in the stands
I smell the body odor of all the other guys
I taste the sweat as it runs down my face

Untitled
"My baby is half alligator!"
This strange phenomenon was
frrst noticed when the
boy was 7 months old.
His mother, it seems, only
several months back, got
very, very bold.
She was bored and wanted
to swim,
Went to the swamp and
jumped right in.
A gator bit her, and
this she claimed,
Brought about the child
that is now maimed.

Melissa Hudgins

Sharon Fogle
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WYNNE HIGH SCHOOL
Wynne, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Joyce Gregson
Visiting Writers: David Koen and Russ Rothenberger

Mediocrity
like jumping into
a swimming pool
and finding
no bottom

Jeremy Mitchell

Dreams
taste like smooth black silk,
like the first flower of spring opening to welcome
the warm sun,
like the soft jingle of chimes in the wind,
like watermelon on a hot summer day.

Erin Foster

Fear
Fear tastes like a baby sucking sour milk.
Fear smells like the belch of a frog jumping out of a puddle.
Fear sounds like two cars crashing into each other.
Fear feels like walking barefoot over hot gravel.
Fear looks like Satan singing the blues.
La' Toya Hum
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Sonic Friday
Sorrow is like a bad day
that never ends,
like a love song that goes
on and on forever.
Sorrow is like grandmother's
homemade pie that you
never get to taste.
Sorrow is like a dead
fish under your bed.
Sorrow is like a baseball that
hits you in the nose,
like snadpaper
rubbed across your face.

David Bezzard

Star
Surrealism the beam of light off the quarter you lost,
the smile from your newborn child,
the sound of muffled laughter,
the smell in a field of orchids,
the love of a child.

Stephen Moyers

Red Green Skip Yellow
If I was a traffic light,
Mass confusion would reign at my intersection.
Red, green, red, green, people stopping and becoming mean.
The yellow missing is a strange disorientation.
Yellow, no red and green, yes, the wreck occurring now is the best
Policemen below me most of the day, oh, how much
insurance companies will have to pay.

John Callahan
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CRAWFORDSVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Crawfordsville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Mika Hyman
Visiting Writers: Jay Karr and Russ Rothenberger

Crossing Crawfordsville by Flight
I see the
trees along side
a deep ditch
called number 9
with fields on
each side of
the road.
There's a bridge
over the ditch
called number 9
and a tractor in
the field with
a man in
a red hat
singing old
spirituals
to his dog
called Lady.
A stray dog
that came
from a little
store in Crawfordsville
where the children
buy candy and
the adults buy
liquor on a
warm Friday
night on the
corner.

The sounds from my dream
My dream sounds
like a monster
walking through my room
My dream sounds
like a knife
stabbing me
in my back
My dream sounds
like my 11 month son
singing a solo
My dream sounds
like a pig
stealing food
from the other animals

Vicky Valentine

My dream sounds
like a newspaper
hitting the porch
when the paper boy throws it

Larasha Pugh
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Crossing Arkansas by Train
Passing the long fields
faced with two lights
Automobiles tired and weary
The little houses of the animal's tube
And here the sound of something
crying
Passing a river
big as an appetite
Then I am in a daze
I see a prairie land
filled with singing birds
and all the colors you could see
I smell the country fresh air
fresher than a flower that just
bloomed

Cold
When I think of how cold looks
I think of a frozen fish on a hook.
When I think of how cold smells
I think of a dirty jail.
When I think of how cold feels
I think of icicles hanging off a wheel.
When I think of how cold sounds
I think of getting chill bumps when
squeaking your shoes on the ground.

Shaketia Maeb
Lance Clay

Dreams
Dreams contain the sound of ocean waves
hitting
the beach, the smell of mother's
home made apple pie, the smell of freshly
caught
trout, _the smell people breathe in the
mommg.

Passing through Crawfordsville
by Car

Lester

Passing through Crawfordsville
by car houses have been
standing with their heads
down for a long time
Trees have been chopped down
wtih stumps to stand on
cotton fields with tractors
moving through them slowly
children running in the
streets looking for somewhere
to play mothers are looking
for food to feed their young

Untitled
My dreams look like a dark city
My dreams smell like salt
My dreams feel like a feather hitting
arock
My dreams taste like the air that is
not reaJly there
My dreams sound like a pin hitting
a hay stack

La!askll Pugh

Nildta Callaway
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MALVERN HIGH SCHOOL
Malvern, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Vonda Crawford
Visiting Writers: David Pratt and Dan Tessitore

Rain Forest
Morning time smells
refreshing like it
has rained.
Trees so tall
you can barely
see the sky.
Spring

Leaves so bright
anew
green crayon.

The winds blow and on their lips
is the whisper of spring.

Shannon Gundlach

As the sky darkens
and the placid moon
creeps behind the frantic clouds,
there is a crash
and the chant of spring
comes beating down in heavy tears.
Soon the bright fire rises
and the dreams of our youth
beam through the windows with
a warm assuring smile.

From My Bedside

Life echoes through
cries of newborn birds.
And the sweet smell
of daffodils dancing along
the cool breeze brings back
a distant memory.

I'm lying here alone, though not in my mind.
I stare at the moon, asking it to kindly send
you
a sweet goodnight,
wondering how many other lovers are
staring at
its crescent rays, wishing their own
a good slumber too.

Cmhy Bess

But yours is the love that most captivates
me and holds me here awake in bed
wondering why it should care about me.
It has spent an eternity chasing something
it cannot catch, or being chased by it.
Erik Garrett
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May Nora House - Bungy Jumping
Nora was anxiously waiting: her tum to bungy jump was next. She had her helmet and
safety pads on. She could feel the limp rope hang lifelessly from her side. "Oh God, whatever
happens to me, please let it be quick and painless," prayed Nora. As she stepped to the edge of
the bridge, she could feel the eyes of the bystanders on her. She closed her eyes and waited for
the countdown.
"ONE, 1WO, 1HREE, jump!" shouted the instructor.
Nora could feel herself falling and she opened her eyes. All she could see was a small
pebble gradually turning into a huge rock, and she shut her eyes again. The next time she
opened them, she was back on the bridge. When asked how it was she said, "Ah, there was
nothing to it"

Tamara House
M.E.P.S.
It's getting old,
Sitting here for hours.
Is it my tum?
No, they've not gotten so far.
Well here we go,
The end is almost here.
I'll be taking the oath soon.
The paper work's all done.
They know my whole life's story now.
But none will ever read it.
I've reduced myself to a number.
I speak, but none will hear.
It's time to take the oath now.
The Military doesn't care.
I'm only a lowly private.
My fate is no longer mine.

Erik Garret
Untitled
It smells like mildew
You can hear a persitent
squeaking noise-- always
There's all kinds of trash inside.
It barely creeps along.
It has been on so many
road-rides, and it may not last much longer
The only air conditioner is an
open window
Upon turning a corner,
You may lose sound in the speakers.

Laura Griggs
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DERMOTT ELEMENTARY
Dermott, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Cheryl Terry
Visiting Writers: Stuart Hancox and Derek VanLynn

What Thunder Tastes Like ...
Black licorice hitting my sweet tastebuds
Amanda

Hays

What A Rainbow Tastes Like ...
A rainbow tastes
like a couple of chocolate grasshoppers
a page in my dictionary
or like buttermilk and bread
India Donald

What Silence Tastes Like . . .
Silence
tastes like clear spring water
Silence
tastes like a chocolate bar
melting in your mouth
Silence
tastes like honey
that comes from a rose
Silence
tastes like vanilla silk
ice cream freshly homemade

What Sunrise Sounds like .
Sunrise sounds
like the creaking
of an old rusty door
Eric Brooks

Aaron Washington
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What A Shadow Sounds Like . . .
You hear footsteps creeping
through the h<' , hands clap,
and the shado
.mces.
It sounds like a ~..nain
rattling on a motorcycle
going through Jason's field.
It's like thunder
hitting the street

llow to Know For Sure You're On
the Sun
You can feel the heat, and
the golden step of each step
hearing the fire rumble sounds
almost like the train when it shakes
the house. Touching the sun as
you walk, smell the heat and
see the fire burn.

Dale Marlow Jr.

Philip Birton

How to Know For Sure You Are In a Pet Store
When you walk in a pet store you see pretty
animals, you could hear a bird that eats like a girl.
You could smell the hair on a puppy, the smell
like donkey. You could touch a eat's fur that is as soft as
a young girl's hair. You could taste a fox's
fur as dirty as a mud patch. That's the end
that's the end that's the end of the dirty
den.
Latoya Hampton
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WESTBROOK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Benton, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Wanda Posey
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennely and Tommy Franklin

Loneliness
Loneliness tastes like a crumb of a birthday cake because nothing
is left.
Loneliness smells like a broken perfume bottle.
Loneliness looks like your pet dog dying of being given away.
Loneliness feels like your heart shattering into a million
pieces.
Loneliness sounds like hummingbirds chirping at your window
early in the morning.

Reesa Hopkins
My Dad
My dad is welding a rack on a big truck.
He feels heat from the hot rack he is welding on.
He smells smoke boiling up from the wire that he welds
as it bums.
He hears employees cutting metal with a band saw.
He tastes sweat dripping off of his nose.
He sees hot sparks flying from the metal.
He welds like a busy bee gathering honey.
He is thinking about how good he does it

Travis Howe
My Cousin
My cousin is walking through the snow.
He feels snow flakes falling on his freezing cold nose.
He smells the smoke coming from the chimney of the nearby house.
He hears the crunching of the snow under his boots as he walks.
He tastes the melted snow in his hot cocoa.
He sees a fox chasing a snow rabbit through a field.
He looks like an abominal snowman in his snow covered snowsuit.
He is thinking about sledding down the hillside behind his house.

JeremyAtes
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My Grandpa's Farm
My grandpa is hauling hay in a huge field.
He feels the hay poking him in the back while he ads it on the
trailer.
He smells the fresh hay as he works all day long.
He hears the loud roaring tractor and the hungry cows.
He tastes the sweat rolling off his face from being in the sun
all day long.
He sees white cowbirds flying around him in the sky.
He works like a mother taking care of her children.
He is thinking about going home and getting into a cold shower.
Sandy Gentle

Thoughts
My thoughts taste like the dryness of a desert.
They smell like the stench of humid air.
They look like little butterflies flying through my brain.
My thoughts feel like I'm being flooded by the murky waters
of the Nile.
My thoughts sound like a dictator standing on my shoulder
whispering in my ear.

Chrissy Johnson

Tweety Bird's Nervous Breakdown
I hate that Puddy Cat.
He's always trying to eat me.
And those lines they make me say-you know, "I tawt I taw a puddy cat!"
Everybody's always coming up to me and saying
"look at that cute little bird."
All I have to say is, They are geeks!
And that cage! I expect to get a bigger one
next week.
And those directors! They especially get on my nerves always running around yelling and
screaming.
Well, fd better go and see my lawyer
before it's too late.
Talk about looney.

Tiffany Johnson
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My Dad Fishing
My Dad is fishing for largemouth bass.
He feels the slimy fish in his hand.
He smells the rubbery smell of plastic worms.
He hears fish breaking the water behind him.
He tastes his cold coke.
He sees a big fish swimming in front of him.
He reacts quickly like a shark smelling blood in water.
he is thinking of winning the big tournament.

Justin Clift
My Cow Oprah
My cow, Oprah, is eating grass.
She feels her calf kicking inside her.
She smells hay in the bam.
She hears the tractor mowing the hay.
She tastes the rich green grass.
She sees the birds taking a bath in the pond.
She rules the farmyard like a queen at a ball.
She is thinking about the grain I'll be feeding her this afternoon.

Gerald Hinds
Loneliness
Loneliness looks like a widow staring out a window in a rocking chair.
Loneliness feels like reaching into a jar and finding nothing.
Loneliness smells like rancid perfume from a bottle nobody wears.
Loneliness tastes like stale toast left out for birds who already flew south for the winter.
Loneliness sounds like a whisper nobody hears.

Todd Shoppach
Tarzan
I'm tired of swinging through trees.
I wish I had a motorcycle.
I'm tired of saving Jane.
I mean, golly,
how would you like to save her
every ten minutes?
Oh, and my chest hurts when I beat it.
It's bad for my lungs,
but I don't know how to stop because I haven't evolved yet.
And underneath that little cloth I wear
I'm always, always cold.

Jody Bramlett
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BATESVILLE HIGH SCHOOL
Batesville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Harry Crossett
Visiting Writers: Michael Catherwood and Andrew Haschemeyer

Game
The drip-drop
Of the tick-tock
The chilling blast
Of the inferno
Knocks me back
Down to the sky.
Where the coke can smelter spews
A beautiful horrific aroma
And the yellow texture of an unused clown
Wig draws me to the 84 foot tall sundial
That yanks the humor out of the laughing geraniums
And, wow, we killed a unique thing
Just to know it was nine-thirty.
It was a gnome that asked me the time
In the first place so he could
Tear the price tag off his sanity. And
A part of his world held his mind,
So it wouldn't imitate a lemming.
That old cardboard flea circus is still my home.

Matt Matheny
Untitled

Chain Saw

0 to be a fly,

Its weight is large,
tugs at the arm
just as it chews at trees
it snorts and grunts,
exhales a strong
burnt scent of gas and oil.
It's a metallic beast
ready to tear
at anything
in its path.

to fly about the room.
0 to be a wasp,
to submit the sting of doom.
0 to be a spider,
to bite without remorse.
0 to be a flyswat,
to terminate the source.

Jennifer Smith

Ben Reynolds
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Untitled
I hate being the bottom of this guy's shoe,
always getting walked on,
going everywhere he goes.
I sometimes wish I could be his glove or hat,
that way I could look nice,
stay clean.
I hate being the bottom of this guy's shoe.
He never cleans the grease and sesame seeds
out of my tread I get burned
on the hot pavement,
get cold on ice.
I hate being the bottom of this guy's shoe.
I get pounded and mistreated
when he runs, and I never get thanked
for the hard work I do.
I hate being the bottom of this guy's
shoe.
Rob Faulkenberry

A Rat 's Life

I wake up in my cozy nest
made of shredded paper and string
and other odds and ends.
I scurry down corridors
that big animals can 't use.
Through my many colored wires,
around the huge metal boxes,
through the doorway that I chewed
in the board, past the round metal trees
in the damp caves I go.
"SNAP."

Untitled
The bright, wann sun
rises to show light
on the damp roots
trapped under a dead Mangrove.

Jeremy Manny
Ben Reynolds

Liar
Live to speak what isn' t true
In the dark where you hide
Always tearing down your pride
Remember what you do.

Jack La Baine
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SOUTHSIDE HIGH SCHOOL
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Mary Ellen Jesson
Visiting Writers: Bay Ana pol and Kristen Hall

Rebellion
A long silky shirt that I do not want to wear to church is climbing over my legs
and I see my blue folder staring at me with all those unanswered questions
I can still taste that last piece of broccoli that my grandma made me eat
at supper
And I hear only complaints about me
Even my dog that smells worse than the closed playroom that I was supposed
to clean, is barking at me with all his strength
I feel so tired
Erika Bird

Untitled
I tense upon the curved wooden seat and shift
myself into a readied position.
I sweep my eyes along the upper walls and pause
at a moment at the second hand creeping like the
shy schoolboy.
I slouch into the wooden hardness, and the overreaching
graphite dust settles onto my upper lip.
I taste the breath of simultaneous exhaling of pages closed.
Then my disheartened heart resurrects, and my legs sprint
as the ring echoes into the room.
Kin Uong

Lethargy
Inanimate, like a cat curled snoozing on a
window seat.
My limbs refuse to stir. My brain remains numb,
frozen like a Fudgesickle buried in a deep freeze.
The Sound of work
Echoes like a distant, forgotten dream.
It's nagging call is muffled by the hazy
cloud that smothers my head.

Liz Humphreys
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Red Hots
The round and red beginnings are crushed and
pulped with smiles and glee by softened gums
and pink-stained teeth.

Stephen Borengasser
Untitled
"Be a man! " yelled the pretty blonde physical therapist.
Marcus looked at her in awe as he thought that maybe his hockey accident hadn't been all
bad. After all, it had brought him and Abby together once again.
"You have to stretch this leg out before the game, Marcus. You don't want to injure it
again," Abby said with a slight smirk on her face.
Why did I let myself get talked into this, she thought to herself. What if he expects our
former relationship to evolve once again?
As Abby stopped talking, Marcus concentrated on listening to the sports report coming
through on the radio. .. all you hockey fans .. . be sure to come out to the game tonight to see
our local team win the championship. . . star player Marcus....
Marcus thought of that dreadful day last year when he had missed the winning goal of the
championship ... and then his accident. I can hardly believe it has been almost a full year,
thought Marcus. And here I am again, ready for whatever awaits me on that ice rink. And
whatever awaits my love life.
He glanced at Abby, who had just finished helping him with his daily routine.
"Tonight's the big night, huh?" Abby said as she put away her things.
Marcus nodded and watched as Abby walked out of the room without another word to
him.

*****

The roar of the crowd was almost deafening as the Toronto hockey team skated onto the
ice with Marcus in the lead. Marcus quickly scanned the crowd, looking for Abby, before he
began his warm-up drills.

Kerrie Lincks
Eraser Shape Poem
I was the powerful object able to
erase time, but now I am just broken
pieces waiting to be used again.
I was the powerful object able to
erase time, but now I am just
broken pieces waiting to be used again.
I was the
powerful
object able to
erase time

but now lam
just broken
pieces waiting
to be used again

Lisa Bishop
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FOUNTAIN LAKE ELEMENTARY
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Roxie Long
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennely and Tommy Franklin

Godzilla

Superman

What if that dumb
gang of rats
comes back
in town
or King Kong fmds
out that
I'm afraid
of mice and
cats.
What if I hit
my
head on the
Golden Gate Bridge
while I'm swimming
again.

Since everyone
such as the comic book
writers depends
on me,
I have to be a
hero, even though
I don't want
to.
My uniform
is too tight.
When I fly,
I have to hold
my arms out
and then they start to

Kyle Castleberry

hurt

I wish I

Flash

didn't have to
put on that stupid
uniform!

What if Flash
hated speed

Ashley Breshears

I'll run you over
if you don't speed up
Nerdy

you can't
run
from me

Nerdy tastes like wars dead for 100 days
Nerdy sounds like the sun screaming
Nerdy feels like slime in water
Nerdy smells like dead fish

Nathan Hermann

Andrew Herron
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Alone
Hercules
Alone tastes like medicine
Alone looks like a kitten without a mother
Alone feels like a gun shooting me
Alone smells like cabbage
Alone sounds like a bang from a drum
player

What if Hercules
wanted to be
a baseball player?
What if he
thought he
was not
strong enough?
Would he cry
when he
got hurt?
Would he lose
all his fights?
Would everyone
hate him
if he panicked?

Kalan Hitchens

Roxanne Hayward

Love
Love tastes like cotton candy.
Love smells like a pig in the mud.
Love feels like honey to a hungry bear.
Love sounds like a bird in the sky.
Love looks like a bear reading a book about a bear.

Amanda Bailey
Crazy
Crazy looks like Einstein swinging on a vine in the jungle , beating on his chest and yelling.
Crazy smells like a lot of people wearing dirty clothes and rotten eggs for hairbows.
Crazy tastes like dirt mixed with ink and lead.
Crazy sounds like an elephant playing a harmonica.
Crazy feels like I'm walking on the ocean.

Ashley Breshears
Complicated
Complicated tastes like pudding on a hamburger.
Complicated smells like a rotten egg and a rotten apple.
Complicated feels like a baboon learning math.
Complcated sounds like a howling cat.
Complicated looks like a room without doors.

Katy Miller
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MOUNTAIN VIEW ELEMENTARY
Mountain Vi w, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: andall Lawrence
Visiting Writers: Sha'an Chilson and Susan Perabo

Sunset
At sunset, the sun goes to bed at 7:00, like any other obedient child.
The last breaths of the wind blow through the tree tops.
A flock of geese flies through the heavens in a "V" shape,
then dives toward the meadow.
The last bits of light peek through the clouds
then disappear like the impossible hopes of a child.

Lauren Kemp

Looks like an alien
Sounds like an owl hooting
Feels like a slimy face
Tastes like spinach
Smells like a wet dog

Inside a Star
I float through the sky
all night then in the day I
disappear like magic. I
float through the heavens feeling
the cold feathery clouds brush
against me. I am a bright light
guiding people through the
night I watch over the towns
and meet the helicopters passing
by. I look like a gold diamond.
Suddenly I feel myself falling.
I tum into gold ramdrops.
As I fall through the cold
black sky I hear children
all over the world making
wishes as I fall. I break into
a million pieces. Each piece
holding a wish made by one
of the children. The star disappears
into the air. I fall to the ground

First, the best planet to eat would
be Mercury because it's nice and
wann to eat Get a huge net and
a stick of dynamite and blow it
up so the net will catch it If
you want something to drink float
up to the big dipper and get
some milk.

Kasie

Liz Sims

Adam Ivy

How to Eat a Planet
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My Life as a Perfume Bottle
I sit on the dresser
all night long and beautiful
ladies come and touch my
head and they pick me up
and then all I see is
skin as someone pushes
my head down into my neck
and half of me comes out.
Little kids can't touch me or my
shelter will break and I will
spill everywhere and my beautiful
fragrance fills the room.

My Life as a Basketball
I began skinny and flat, then I was fat
and round.
I see tall slender people pick me up and
bounce me up and down on the floor.
I feel the softness of their hands and the
hardness of the floor.
I smell and taste the sweat that drips
down their arms.
I hear the high fives when I go through
the net
Then after an hour of that they put me
away on a rack.

Brittney Flippo

Lauren Kemp

Arkansas Night
Locusts make noise like
whistling stars. You hear
the noise of a moth,
his wings are shaped like stars
in the night sky.
The wind is a song
sung by a spirit.
The stars are like angels
far far far away.

Joyful
Looks like people playing on a
playground.
Sounds like people laughing at a circus.
Feels warm and soft like a hamster.
Tastes like Jolly Ranchers.
Smells like summer.

Andrew

Justin Edwards
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WEST MEMPHIS .JUNIOR HIGH
West Memphis, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Frances Condruff
Visiting Writers: Bill Breen and Susan Maertz

.F ear
Puzzlement
Fear looks like two eyes
in the dead of night
and lightening in the mist
Fear smells like burning oil
in an ocean.
Fear tastes like molded bread.
Fear sounds like the beating
of a drum or a heartbeat
in the night.
Fear feels like raindrops
on the ground.

Puzzlement is like seeing dead trees
with green grass growing around
them ... .
Puzzlement is like hearing children
laughing
in the park with empty swings swaying
back and forth.
L yndsey Sutton

Carly Chin

Sense of Amazement
Looks like a man's face who jumped out of an airplane and landed safely.
Sounds like a man who just saw a UFO.
Smells like daisies in the hay.
Tastes like sweet honey or a big chocolate bunny.
Feels like satin and silk.
James Person

Frustration
Frustration smells like dried up glue on a hot summer morning.
Frustration looks like a foggy morning with no streetlights.
Frustration feels like a knife.
Frustration sounds like an unstoppable chain rattling.
Blake Shelton
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The Moon People
I have a dream every night about the moon people.
But one night while asleep they came down
and woke me in a hurry. Some were half,
some were crescent, and some were full.
They had a ship like a bull.. ..

Rob White

My Anger Shows
My anger feels like a can of coke
shaken up about to explode.
My anger looks like a little kid
who didn't get what he wanted for Christmas
after hinting all year.
My anger tastes like champagne
that needs a hundred more years to develop.
My anger smells like rotten eggs
that no one wants to clean up.
My anger is sometimes hard to show,
like a kitten afraid to come out of hiding.

Jasmine Davis

The Moon People
I went to the moon on a huge white spaceship.
When I landed I saw a small blue man.
I think he was water.
I touched him.
He rippled....

Brody Cart
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The Sun People
Last year my friend and I went to the sun. It started like this: We were in the
backyard when all of a sudden this giant balloon picks us up and floats us to the sun.
Usually a balloon would pop before it gets to the sun, but this was a special balloon. It's a
good thing we had on black sunglasses or we would have been blinded by the super
brightness.
Once we were inside the sun we took the sunglasses off since it was very dim.
Inside the sun everything was gold and silver. The first thing we saw were the sun people.
All of them wore yellow overalls and gold shoes. Everywhere we looked we saw flowers
growing. I loved to touch the silky ones.... The only thing we heard was singing. There
were joyful songs and heatbreaking songs. Every time they sang a heartbreaking song,
everyone cried and watered the flowers ....
Emily Forbis

The Cloud People
Cloud steps appeared. Curious, I walked up. When I got to the top the Cloud
Emperor greeted me. I could hear him but his lips were not moving. Then two cloud people
formed into a car. They took me to the Emperor's castle. Inside hundreds of cloud people
were making rain, sleet, sun, and snow. They whistled through their skin while they
worked in tiny rooms. The flrst room I went to was the rain room. It smelled musty and
was very damp. Cloud people were sliding their feet along the clouds. Some were crying,
making rain. The next room was the sun room. I could hear birds and feel the warmth.
Cloud people were pouring golden paint down through the clouds. The next room was the
sleet room. Cloud people were balling up clouds, blowing icy breath on them, making ice.
The next room was the snow room. It was freezing and the floor was soft Cloud people
were scraping up clouds and throwing them down ....
Shelley Cordell
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ARCH FORD EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE
Plumerville, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Polly Baker
Visting Writers: Carrie Pomeroy and Cody Walker

Elvis
I'm the King of Rock 'n' Roll.
Big deal. Who wants to spend
their life in a hot, sweaty suit
with sequins all over it, singing
some stupid song that has no
meaning on a stage listening
to a bunch of people scream.
I don't If I had my way
I'd be a poet. I'd spend every day
sitting beside a waterfall writing
down everything that I'm thinking.
I'd love to watch a bunch
of baby deer play. It would
be so nice to write books and
be famous in a quiet way.
I would be perfectly happy
burning all of my glittery
outfits and wearing polos for the
rest of my life. All I want
is peace and quiet Uh huh.

I see•••
I see monkeys eating bananas while
playing drums.
I see grasshoppers as big as helicopters
flying.
I see myself in the middle of
dancing natives, about to be eaten.
I see my VCR playing a tape of the
news in slow motion.
I see myself flying over the Amazon
looking at the trees and lakes.
I see a baseball park with giraffes
playing baseball.
I see a leader monkey about
to sentence another monkey to death.
What do you see?

Sarah Cox

Lindsey Shell

What Red Would Sound Like
I think red would sound like
a bird chirping. Or a devil's scream.
I think it might sound like an apple
dropping. It could be a song that
a bird would sing.

Megan Childress
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Africa
I see African men sitting in a circle
around a campfire. It is dusk, and they
are
praying to their gods. They are praying
to
the Rain Goddess, the Sun God, the Star
Goddess.
They are thankful for what they have.
They are thankful for shelter, food, and
clothing.
They are thankful for the children they
were blessed with. They are thankful for
their friends. They are thankful for their
animals they hunt They are thankful
they
have not been attacked. They are
thankful
to be alive.

What Would a Sapphire Taste Like?
A sapphire would taste like a blueberry,
juicy and sweet.
A sapphire would taste like a cool glass
of clear, clean water.
A sapphire would taste like sugar, sweet,
solid and naturally good.
A sapphire would taste like a sunshinecloud snow cone.
Jackie Hettel

Kourtney Page Weatherall

What Does Anger Look Like'?
Anger looks like the tornado
rumbling madly through the
countryside. It sounds like
the thunder that you only
hear on the darkest, dreariest
day of the year. It feels
like the rain that pours
down in sheets flooding the
yard. It makes you feel like
the lightning that pounds the
sky like an aggravated child
jumping up and down. It
smells like the worst smell
you could imagine and more.
It tastes like the disgusting
dinner your sister made that
she learned from cooking class
and your mom makes you
eat it graciously. But
most of all it makes you
slowly drift away from the
people you love until you
make up.

The Wind Would Taste Like
The wind would taste like a spoon
full of honey. It would taste like a
bowl full of salt A bath full of soap.
It would taste like a hole of worms.
Courtney Childress

Aileen Carman
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The Half-Man Half-Frog
The half-man and half-frog argued and argued. The frog wanted to go one way,
the man wanted to go the other way. See, the frog wanted to sit on a illy pad and ribbit.
The man wanted to go to a cafe and eat globs of potatoes and ribs. So finally the frog
said, "I think we should let you go eat today and tomorrow I'll sit on the lily pad." "You
mean I have to sit on a lily pad?" said the man. The frog said, "Oh no, not again!"

Rochelle Emerson

Inside a Rabbit's View
Why me? People from all over try to kill me.
For once I'd like to go hunting for people instead.
I wish that rabbits could have big houses
and work like at Burger King and all that.

Matt Bewley

What Would Confusion Look Like?
Confusion would look like a book opened on the wrong page. It would look like two
colors in the same place. It would look like a gas cap on a milk jug. It would look like
someone taking a bath in a cold black bubble bath, like a sink full of dishes, dust, and
dish soap, or like a cow drinking a beer.

Robert Bull
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FORDYCE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Fordyce, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Ted Ponder
Visiting Writers: Beth Ann Fennely and Tommy Franklin

Crossing Arkansas by Riverboat in 1860
Moving slowly,
day by day,
awaiting a time
for a free
world. Antebellum
years, cotton on the
plains, moving toward
the great and mighty
Mississippi. Not much
hope there. Just more
whips across my
back. Down the Mississippi
to another devil.
The devil believes I am
inferior because of the
color of my skin.
Louisiana, the root of
my fears.
Wish I could be
up north with my
wife and kids.
Sure to die
in the devil's mouth.
Pray to God for a
better time. I wish
I could go to a
better place. Only one
way out Into the water
I plunge, coldness sweeps
around me. Before I
blackout I see one
last image. I see into
the future, to the better
world that I have often
dreamed of.

Crossing Little Rock by
Bike
The TCBY building
standing with its body
straight up in the
warm air. People going
in and out. Hondas and
Lexuses driving over the
bridge to North Little
Rock where a pool
hall and laundry mat sit
with one dryer and washer
working. The houses start
here where children escape
for grandparent's house
that has a door with
six bullet shots in it, an attic
with spider webs bigger than
the rusty old house with
no back door. Coming up
to my house see Kattie
and Clint running toward
me wtth one shoe on each
dirty, rotten foot Coming
in the house only one
candle lit with a shadow
over tt saying go to bed.
Marsha Collins

Pryor Jordan
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Crossing Arkansas by
Giraffe
The trees drag
their arms
alongside the roads.
It looks like
it had a bad day.
The grass has
a reddish brown color.
The lands and the road look
like polka dot shorts.
The fields have
tall weeds grown on them.
The birds make
a vicious sound.
I can see through
a window
of a two story house.
The green apartments look like
a bomb has struck Fordyce,
and that I think
is not very nice.

Crossing Arkansas by
Mirror
I step through the cool surface of
the glass. I step out onto
the sidewalk outside
of a barber shop.
There is an old man
cutting hair and talking
to another old man
who is not really listening.
I step back into the
side mirror of an
old beat up truck.
I step out of the
cool reflective surface of a
clear and shallow river.
I see a family
camping in the distance.
I see two old men
teaching a young boy
how to fish.
I step through the water
and step out of a
many faced diamond.
There are people
digging peacefully
in the field
hoping to fmd something
valuable.

Penny Sharice Johnson

Crossing Arkansas by the Tailgate
of My Dad's Truck
The pine trees seem
to dance
and sway
to the music
of my dad's truck.
And the workers
of the sleepy
little town wave
as you go by.
And the horses stare
as if you are
some beautiful
wondrous thing
they have never
seen before.
And the color
of the grass
seems to jump
out at you.

Cody Williams

Amanda Kimbrell
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WILLIAMS MAGNET SCHOOL
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Anne Washington
Visiting Writers: Carrie Pomeroy and Katrina Vandenberg

Goldie Locks
I hate it when I get
threatening letters from
the Bears from when they kicked
me out of their house. It's
a hard life at night when
I'm sleeping, it always
feels like Baby Bear is
watching me. I really hate
my life. Tasting porridge here,
testing chairs there. Sleeping
in bed here, jumping out the
window there. This isn't just the
life.

How to Ride An Eagle
Lasso the head
and hold the neck
then say giddy-up, eagle
and put your feet on its wings
and cover its eyes
so you can land

Michael William Bailey

Ebony

How to eat a Tornado
It's so hard to eat a tornado, I mean, think about it, first, they're very rare and expensive,
second, you eat them alive, third, when you take it out of a sack it makes so much noise
and before you munch him he has munched everything else on the table, so you get some
licorice and tie him down and just piece by piece take him apart and when you're done your
stomach is growling more than when you started.
Danny Russell

Eagle
I hear the cardinals,
the bluejays and other kinds of
birds flying through the
air. They like the colors
of my wings.
John Bryels
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Ichabod Crane
Why should I be haunted
Why should I pick the wrong path
Why shall I not make the bridge
If only I should have picked
the right path
I would be able to see my
fair lady one last time.

The Bee
As spring arrives
away I fly
To make my food
and home
As I work so hard
I try not to fly
into one of those
spider webs all alone.
Flower to flower
As fast as I can
go to make repairs
on my old home
Before winter comes
to blow it down
Away I work as fast
as I can go.

Aaron Ablondi

How to Ride a Blizzard
You make stairs of black snow,
and walk on your hands all the
way up. Lay on the top until the
winds blow up. Hang on to its freezing
white mustache as if a rein on a horse it
swings
you around until the wind' s gone. You
fall to the ground.

Cailin Noble

Kelly Scrimshire
Palm Cockatoo
'Tis World War ll. I hear
bombs as I try to dodge them.

How to Give an Elephant a Bath
I see all humans firing at one
another. I see hurt, hate, violence.

First you would have to
take him to a car wash. But
he might not like all of that
soap in his eyes. So you
would have to rinse him off
with ten to twenty buckets of
water. Each of the buckets would
have to be as big as a bathtub. But he probably won't like
all of that water on his skin.
So you would have to give him
a car full of towels. But he might not
like that either. I guess an elephant
just wants to stay dirty.

I smell the smoke of fire as I try
to stuff my nose.

I feel a shot. I am hit. A soldier
by the name of Norman repairs me.
I taste the bitterness of bread, butter,
and stale milk as I make my way
to Antarctica.

I'm free. Free as a string going
anywhere it wants. I shall return
in ten years. I shall travel
to other places and not have eggs
until the war is over.

Emily Reddoch

Byron Thomas J.
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PARKERS CHAPEL SCHOOL
El Dorado, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Sandra Bailey
Visiting Writers: Cindy King and Susan Maertz

I have ...
I have strangers with mysterious eyes.
I have silver needles and golden thread.
I have friends with suspicious hands.
I have lions that cannot roar.
I have lambs that cannot sleep.
Randa Morgan

Untitled
On a rainy road, I met Tears,
his clothes dripping wet.
"Why are you so blue?" I questioned.
"I am not blue," he answered.
"It's only the rain."

Krissy Benson

Untitled
I saw a deer running through a meadow.
I saw a deer drinking from a pond.
I saw a deer leaping through the woods.
I saw a deer standing above the gleaming sunlight
I saw a deer running from danger.
I saw a deer eating golden com.
I saw a deer drifting off with the rain.
I saw a deer before it died.
I saw a deer.

Brittany Colvin
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Untitled
In the middle of a dark night
I met a stranger named Fear.
I asked him where he was from
And he answered, "I'm from many places.
I'm from high mountains,
I am from the water,
I am from the night,
I am from animals and many other places."
"What do you do?" I asked.
"I get into people by talking to them.
I make them start to think and change minds," he answered.

Shade Hwnphries

Confusion
In the midst of a hazy fog, I met Confusion.
"Hello," I said.
"Goodbye," he answered in return.
I said, "How are you today?" and he
answered, "Brownish-silver."
I laughed, he cried.
All his words were
a jumble of nothingness.
When I had come close
to my wits end, Understanding
arrived and chased Confusion
away.

Jennifer Harry
Untitled
On a crooked and straight road in the middle
of a forest full of sand, I met Weird.
He was half black half white
with hair that was blue.
He was holding a dog
that had the face of a bird
He was singing a song of silence.
He said "Good-bye" as we met
and "Hello" as I walked away.
I asked him why he
was this way and he replied,
"My dog's name is rat."
He was a confusing person
and the only way I can
describe him is weird.

Allison Jones
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Dirt

Crossing Arkansas by Slavery

I live in a world of disgrace,
They jog their minds to rid their lives of
me,
They lift me from all that I touch,
I cover the world, wearily I lay,
I spy the nice the nice quetzal, cyan in the
sun,
They write on their paper the chronicle of
life,
They are but dreamers, for I witness all,
They shall never know the stories of life,
for all they see is sorrow and strife,
I shall forever be trodden and strewn,
That is my life, for I've never grown.

The Delta Plains
set rumbling
holding cotton in
its gut
for slaves
like us to pick.
Why are we here?
These lonely fields
have yanked
us astray from home
to be used,
forgotten, and misled.
Why are we here?
The good times that made
us laugh outweighed the bad...
that's all over now.
Why are we here?
Now we're stuck here
in Arkansas
to be used
like animals
and be made senile.

Daniel Barson

A Swan of Bees
I'll give you dimes
for contact lenses,
for I have specks
of dirt for money.
And I have a house
of chocolate.
And I sleep on a bed
of hammers.
I wish I had a car
of tree limbs
so I could drive
on the streets of cotton.

JasonFone

I

KarinAmis

saw...

I dream of dreams made of glass,
stairways of grass, trees made of smoke,
and fires of cold. I dream of
books that die and people who fly
and oceans dry.

I saw a man made of stone
I saw someone holding their home
I saw a girl made of beads
I saw a puzzle made of beans
I saw someone in the sea
I saw someone fall to his knees
I saw a boy run as swift as the wind
I saw a boy trying to win
I saw a treasure as bright as the sunshine
I saw a treasure that was only worth a
dime

Jimi Mooney

Stephanie Blocker

Untitled
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OUR LADY OF HOLY SOULS
Little Rock, Arkansas
Faculty Contact: Gretchen Gowen
Visiting Writers: Kristen Hall and Liz Harris
Stuart Hancox and Susan Maertz
Michael Carragher and Jay Karr

The Flight
If you wanted to you could take flight The smell of the lively blue wind in your face is
like the smell of fresh roses in the spring. The fluffy white clouds taste like cotton candy at
a fair. You soar higher than an eagle, and land back on the ground. You fly over the
mountains, you dive into the sea.

Chris White

Winter
Snowflakes falling from the air,
People skating everywhere.
You are getting out of school,
Playing with friends-really cool!

It is colder than ice.
White trees are really nice.
A lot of snow is on the ground,
People sledding all around.

Chase McCracken

Hunger for the Scent of the World
I was flying high into the sky. I tasted the marshmallow clouds. I smelled the fishtasting ocean. I tasted the smell of the world. The water waves tasted like salt.
The land smelled like pine. I could taste and smell the small, small world.

Matthew Howell
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The Duck
Duck is hunted
Duck likes to fly
Duck's the most beautiful
bird in the sky.

A Little Slice of Freedom

Grant Hastings

apple pie is like a little slice of heaven. It
is like a
brown, crusted
moon. It smells of fresh ginger bread
cookies at Christmas.
George Washington was like a wall of
stone that was
unbreakable. He
was like a never ending gypsy dance.
American Flag is like a galaxy. It is like
sky in the day, and the blood that was
shed.

Turtle's Song
I ripped through my shell because I
smelled
ocean water.
I tasted the sand from the beach.
I felt my shell on the ground beneath me.
I looked up and it was true:
it was the most beautiful world.

Roben Peckham

Hogs' Bed

Mary-Claire dePriest
During the end of fall the leaves fall off
trees.
Sounds like pouring down rain
As hogs' footprints are covered up by
colored paper.
As the hogs pass by the wind from them
passing smells like
Dead fish on a seashore.
As night falls the hogs feel tired,
And bed on a bed of leaves.

Birds
Birds are like rainbows;
their feathers green silk;
their beaks rusty nails;
their feet like machines
picking up rocks.

Eric Ainold

Leslie Holt
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Untitled
We look down as you can see
with just a tiny taste
that you might want to taste
that you can even hear
you might want to pick it up
and let winter sing

Moving

Caleb Jacobi

I walk around my house, it is empty
I walk around my room, it is empty
I know this house may be empty
forever, but my heart will never be empty
It will always be full of the joyous
memories my friends and I shared
As we drive away I watch the house
get smaller
and smaller
until it's out of sight
As I try to hold back the tears
with all my might
It's hard to start over again
and just as hard to make a new friend

The Bald Eagle
I am the bald eagle
who soars
through the fresh air.
I hunt for food
with my great eyes
so far away
all through the day.
I love the sweet sound
of the glorious doves
I smell the green pines
from the big forest
I drink from the stream,
the stream of wonders.
I feel the prey
coming my way
so I capture it
and quit for the day.

Francie Yoder

Executive Antelope
There was once an antelope
who loved to eat cantelope
his hobby was sitting under trees
He would sit big and tall
and watch something fall
and then like Newton declare, "It's
gravity"
When he was so
distressed or just hot
he would sit on a cot
and swim in the olympic-size pool
Every once or twice
to make everything nice
he would have a big slice of cantelope.

Jose Griffin

Andrea Pauleae
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Crossing Arkansas by Wings
The tall trees reach up
trying to pull you down
down to home
The birds fly by you
whispering lovely songs of long ago
The trees and birds long
for someone to share the past with
This is Arkansas
City life lies just beyond
the rivers and mountains
Just out of reach.

Giraffe Sea
In the giraffe sea, giraffes roam.
Short ones! Tall ones!
Water is all around. The earth is
shaking.
Giraffe wings sound like thunder.
Sanuuuha

Andrea Johnson

Sarah
Sis a slithering salamander
A is a mountain top
R is the number 12
A is a curved H
His a door

The Princess Flower
Once there lived a flower
that grew until she was very very big.
Her mom and dad were little flowers.
She was bright yellow and fluffy.
She was soft as a pillow
and felt like a blanket.
She was as pretty as a princess
and lived in a castle garden.
She loved to look at the raindrops
falling on her face.

Sarah Charleton

Crossing Arkansas by Foot
As I walk along the road,
watching the tractors go by,
I see a flock of birds fly south
in a wide V.
I see squirrels running
from the trees to collect food.
Now the sun says Goodnight
so beautifully fading
behind the mountains,
and I see lights go out
one by one by one.

Lindsey Gillham

lAura Goodhan
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Untitled

A red
balloon lost
in the big blue
sky with no other
balloon or child
to hold it again
longing for

a

Untitled

child
to
pull
it
back
to

An old
ski pole
without a skier
left behind

life.

In

the
dark
snow
with
scratches
and
marks

Lauren Wallace

reclaiming
the

area
where the fancy paint
used
to be,
and
the
pole
longing

Fall
The leaves drift down and fall on you.
The trees shake in the wind.
The last spring flowers start to droop
like limp ears on a rabbit.
A gust of wind blows in my face and
frees me to close my eyes.
The twigs I step on make a noise like
crackling of dead leaves.
The foggy air blocks my view of a
rocking chair swaying in steady rhythm.
The air is still.. .... .lt smells sweet
like honey in a bee hive.

for
a skier
once more

Brook Keeley

Stephanie Gilliam
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